
Pink-turquoise Cyberpunk aesthetics, surprising new sounds, heavily distorted synthesisers, the badass 7 string guitar 
& 5 string bass of Sebo and the deep mezzo-soprano signature voice of Wana combined with extreme vocals. Their 
emotional lyrics establish a direct heart-to-heart connection - disarming through vulnerability & empowering through 
honesty!



The goal of ARDENITE is to unite as many people & hearts as possible around the globe through their music! They 
invite everyone to take part in their journey, by doing Instagram story vlogs & actively interacting with their growing 
community of ARDENITEs! They are an “open book” to their followers, including the community into their creation 
process as often as possible. Without fear of competition they have openly stated “there is enough success for 
everybody” and they aim to inspire and motivate many others to follow their dreams!



Not convinced? Check out this vibrant duo and build your own opinion! They sure leave an impression and are just at 
the beginning of their journey! #ardenite #cyberpoprock #ardenitefamily

What can you expect from ARDENITE?

Through our new Anti-Valentine’s Day Anthem “Don't Wanna Stay Friends” we aim to provide comfort and 
entertainment to all of those who feel sad, lonely, don’t have a date or simply just hate Valentine’s Day!



The refreshing take on breakups, make it an anthem for anyone who's ever felt trapped in an unfulfilling relationship.



With its Avril Lavigne style infectious chorus & raw lyrics, this song is a celebration of growth & self-discovery for 
anyone who's ready to move on.



Turn up the volume, sing along, & embrace the freedom of a happy breakup!



The Official Music Video of “Don’t Wanna Stay Friends” will premiere on our Youtube channel @ARDENITE on 
Valentine's Day 2023!
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